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Designed to make end-to-end scanning processes faster and more reliable for your workgroup
Duplex scanning speeds of 120 images per minute at 300 dpi in color, grayscale, and monochrome.
80-Sheets automatic document feeder (ADF)
Capable of handling sticky notes, receipts, labels, and hard and embossed credit and ID cards up to
1.4mm thick.Maximum Document Size: 8.5 x 220 (inches0. Minimum Document Size: 2.0 x 2.1
(inches)
Advanced paper handling technology for the ultimate in-feeding ; Temperature: 5 to 35Â°C (42 to
95Â°F). Power Requirements - 100 to 240 VAC Â±10 %. Power Consumption - 38 W or less Sleep 1.8 W. Standby - 0.35 W
LED light source and ISOP (Intelligent Sonic paper protection)Other Features
LED light-source
Intelligent Sonic Paper Protection (iSOP)
fi-7160 Professional Duplex Scanner
Organizations of all kinds rely on Fujitsu scanners for their paperwork processing. Small enough to
fit on any desk, yet powerful enough to sail through up to 4,000 scans a day, the fi-7160
Professional Duplex Scanner is unmatched in its speed, accuracy, and reliability.
Scanning speed of up to 60ppm
Optical resolution of up to 600 dpi
Large capacity 80 page automatic document feeder
4,000 page daily duty cycle
TWAIN and ISIS drivers included, making the scanner compatible with virtually any software
Efficient and clean scans
Scan mixed file batches of varying sizes and thickness (receipts, credit cards, etc) in one run. The
fi-7160 accurately captures your data and crops each image to the correct size, while also cleaning
up documents automatically to ensure clear scans.
Reliable paper feed
Ultrasonic Double Feed Detection identifies sheets stuck together so you don't miss any pages. Our
Intelligent MultiFeed capabilities also allows easy manual bypass for sticky notes, taped receipts,
and labels.
Careful document handling
Acoustic sensors protect your documents by "listening" to your paper feed. If it hears a misfeed, the
sensors will stop your machine immediately to prevent your documents from becoming damaged.
PaperStream Software
PaperStream IP enhances standard TWAIN and ISIS applications by integrating cutting edge image
processing technologies, without the need to change or modify any software.
Cleans up the toughest documents, including decorated backgrounds, for improved OCR, reduced
rescans, and curtailed specialized profile creationBlank page removal, auto-rotation, and
auto-cropping and deskew allows you to spend less time preparing your paperwork. The scanning
application also fills in hole punches, corrects rough edges, and removes small tears.Bar code and
patch code support offers batch separation
What is Transparency? How do I use it?
Transparency shows you details about your product's origins, such as its manufacturing date and
location. Every item with a Transparency label includes a unique code that can be used to see
details about your product's brand story and product features. To learn more about your item, scan
it with the Transparency app.
How do I scan the Transparency code?
Download the Transparency App and scan the barcodeThe app will display a green checkmark
when a product has been verified as authentic Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount
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